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Cavs gear up for two-fer vs. rising Hawks
By Chris Beaven

CantonRep.com staff writer

Posted Dec 28, 2009 @ 10:52 PM

When they last saw the Hawks, the Cavs were finishing off a playoff sweep of Atlanta on its home floor last May. The Cavs dominated the young and

athletic Hawks, giving them a lesson in playoff basketball.

Don’t expect more of the same the next two nights when the teams meet for the first time this season in a rare NBA home-and-home on back-to-back

nights — tonight at 7 in Atlanta and Wednesday night at 7 Cleveland. While the Cavs are starting to look dominant again with four straight double-

digits wins, the Hawks are playing at a high level, too.

They still are young and athletic, but they’re also wiser, tougher and more together. In short, they look like a team that’s finally figuring itself out —

kind of like the Cavs a few seasons ago.

“(After) having a few years under your belt where you’re playing together, you kind of have that chemistry,” Cavs star LeBron James said. “That

definitely helps.”

The Hawks are the highest scoring team in the East (105.62) and rank second overall in the NBA in scoring differential (plus-8.03) behind only

Boston (plus-9.1). The Cavs are fourth at plus-6.62.

The Hawks are looking to increase their win total for a fifth straight season. They increased by 10 wins a season ago, going 47-35. At this pace, they

would jump up another 12 wins to finish 59-23.

It remains to be seen if they can make that kind of leap, though, it’s not unprecedented. Just last season, the Cavs went 66-16 after going 45-37 the

previous year.

“I’m not saying we’re an elite team, but we’re a team I know that if we come committed to play for 48 minutes, we can beat anyone in this league,”

Head Coach Mike Woodson said after Saturday’s win at Indiana.

Atlanta has all the pieces needed to be a legitimate 50-win team, starting with an elite guard in Joe Johnson. He’s joined by veteran point guard Mike

Bibby and the athletic frontcourt of Josh Smith, Al Horford and Marvin Williams.

The biggest addition for Atlanta has been high-scoring guard Jamal Crawford, who actually was drafted by the Cavs in 2000 but then immediately

traded to Chicago for Chris Mihm. Crawford spent the first nine seasons of his career in the NBA wilderness primarily as a Knick and Bull. He has

never appeared in a playoff game before, but he has got a couple of 50-point games on his résumé.

With the Hawks, Crawford is Mr. Offense off the bench, averaging 16.8 points per game — tops in the NBA among players coming off the bench the

entire season.

“He’s huge,” James said. “He’s basically a starter coming off the bench. Anytime you have that type of firepower coming off your bench, it helps your

team, it helps your second unit.”

When James looks at the Hawks as a whole, he’s impressed.

“Those guys have a good leader in Joe and the rest of those guys kind of fall into place,” James said. “It’s going to be a good test for us.”

To pass it, the Cavs know they must be willing to defend like they did Sunday in limiting Houston to 32.9 percent shooting. James considers defense

the one constant the Cavs must have each night.

“That’s something I’ve been stressing for the last few weeks,” James said. “We’ll make our mark with the defensive end, then the offense will take care

of itself because we have enough scorers.”

To read more about the Cavs, visit Chris Beaven’s blog at www.cantonrep.com/blogs
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The Cavs and Hawks will take the floor against each other the next two nights as two of the top teams in the league. Here’s a look at

how they match up, with where they rank in the NBA in each category:

Category    Hawks    Cavs

Scoring    105.62, 4th    100.5, 14th

FG pct    47.4, 7th    48.2, 5th

3 pt pct    36.0, 11th    42.2, 2nd

Pts allowed    97.58, 13th    93.87, 4th

Pts differential    plus-8.03, 2nd    plus-6.62, 4th
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